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Glossary of Material Things
pirogue: boat with flat bottom for use in shallow waters, typical of
swamplands and flooded cityscapes.

bungee cord: a kind of connection which can be used in multiple combined
units. made of synthetic material that stretches, creates tension and stores
potential energy.

screen door: like a smoke screen, partially obscures what is behind it.
shipping container: a signifier of international commerce; they are often
found in large stacks and are modular compartments for storing goods for
overseas travel. They can be seen in staggering numbers on shipping barges
traveling from as far away as China.

rope: there’s no substitute for real connection, but you can tie.
plastic tarp (blue): for use in patching a roof when it blows off.
the body and its parts: they feel pain the mind imagines and hold it
visibly in their structure. They contain energy and expend energy. The mass
of certain body parts may correlate more to how the brain perceives their
importance than actual size.

eyeball: the witness.
water: the subject of myth and religious stories. In a natural swampland
like southern Louisiana water is an ever-present part of life despite the
human attempts to control it.

oil: mostly carbon.
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An American City
We re-entered the city for the first time from America's longest overwater bridge, which
spans Lake Pontchartrain. When we reached land, we checked in with the National
Guard, and I was immediately hit with the odd sensation of knowing a place but barely
recognizing it.

Dad rebuilt our home on the weekends. My brother and I helped demolish the inside
with sledgehammers under the blue glow seeping through the tarp, above where we
worked, where the roof had blown away. As we shoveled humid drywall into bags, I
wore an N95 for the first time, because the black mold was toxic. The water line said
we had gotten eight feet.

We slept head to toe, all four of us, in a FEMA trailer placed neatly on our drowned
lawn until basic plumbing, electricity and a makeshift kitchen were installed. The house
was sectioned off with tarp between the livable area and the area that was still gutted
down to the exoskeleton. We were living in a fragment of our old home, and the idea
was that maybe life could eventually return to the way it was before, section by livable
section.
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Home
I remember seeing the remnants scattered throughout the lawn, objects with differing
time stamps halfway buried in the mud: my Outkast: Stankonia CD, family photos,
clothes. Each corner of the house was familiar but transformed. The bleached blond
floorboards were now darkened by silt, swollen and buckled. The bottom of the stairs
where Dylan and I consulted after we found out about the divorce. In Dad’s room his
guitar was intact, having played it before his solo evacuation. He left it on his bed,
which had floated to the ceiling and back down again. The seashell driveway. The
banana tree grove in the backyard, now a childhood icon for me, where we invented
elaborate games. They were so resilient we had to constantly chop them with a
machete. Now they had drowned. Our neighbor’s house, which I later learned was
used for selling drugs, was destroyed. They had a cute dog. We heard our other
neighbor, an elderly woman whose real name was Ms. America, had died.

Inside
Now the memories are like vivid snapshots. I think of that kind of memory where I’m
taken back to that moment of strange emotions and being too young to understand
them or categorize them neatly. The paintings are a series of associated images1 based
on these snapshots (material objects, figures and environment) that form a narrative of
how the world and the self intersect. I think of Gaston Bachelard's Poetics of Space,
1

Refer to Dictionary
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for instance, in which he describes how details of the home become linked to events
and the structure of the house forms a container for the self. The inside is the
cumulation of life experiences, the things that make you, organized into many
compartments, much like rooms inside the house. Outside reveals complex systems,
the destructive powers of nature, the beautiful, and the reminder of our smallness.
This thesis document uses the sections Inside and Outside and the preliminary essays,
which are focused around my own childhood home, to illustrate the things inside of it
and how they were affected by those things outside of it that inevitably entered.

The first painting in this series, titled In Search of Lost Time, is based on the idea of the
‘the new normal,’ which was a phrase that became popular during the pandemic – the
idea that there is no going back to the way things were before. It implied a kind of
acceptance. I realized this was the second time in my life in which there was no going
back to the way things were before. The painting combines two moments that are
fifteen years apart. The first is a domestic scene after one month of quarantine in
Brooklyn. The second is a disposable snapshot of the reconstruction process of our
home after Hurricane Katrina. The merging of the two times and spaces are fragmented
as memories are, and it was as much about connecting two moments in time as it was
about connecting the domestic spaces which were both home as if drawing a line
between the self then and now.
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Thinking about Proustian ideas of time rhymed, so to speak, with the ideas of
combining the two disparate moments, is how the painting got its name. Within the
painting, the two moments are combined in a way to seem as a single, disjointed
space. The architecture and figure sit in a state of fragmentation. Visually, a
simultaneous breaking and coming together of form results in an energetic movement
between moments of clarity in which the representational forms reveal themselves and
murkier moments in which they fold into abstraction. The figures carry on with life
indoors, which during this moment of the pandemic was slow and reflective.

The Theater of Outside:
Introduction
21st century marketing: as we go about our lives seeking entertainment,
security and escape, we tend to prefer the products which promise to
help us tell our story.
We tell stories and paint complete pictures that feel true, unmoving
and permanent; objects whose forms encapsulate meaning like the relic
bones of a saint.
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We examine and categorize the things which make up the world with
ever-increasing detail to create a more complete and accurate truth. We
talk of the feeling of butterflies.
To distinguish ourselves, we seek status at all costs. By utilizing the
human impulse to compete, productivity feels like a choice, like your
story.
We may fear death or the death of those we know and love. We feel
sympathy for the deaths or misfortunes of those we don't know. We have
access to stories of thousands of new tragedies daily.
We create systems composed of networks. Roads, ethernet, come to
resemble our central nervous system. Social networks are a graphic user
interface for the 17th century court drama of our lives. Dams are built
and swamps are drained to make way for the new Interstate 10! Goods
from Panama are sent on the big rig “Conquest” to Chicago while crude
oil exports, dredged right in the Gulf of Mexico, are sent to the port
of Shanghai. Connection is key to our individuality. One homogenous
society united, infinitely divisible, and growing.

Bodies broadcast messages, operating as the mediator between inside and outside.
I'm interested in the semiotics of body language and what it can tell you if you are
looking. From it, one can infer drives, emotions and social dynamics. For instance,
looking at the boy in Deluge, we can detect his sense of an internal world, a sense of
his feeling toward the strange predicament in which he has found himself entangled. I
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think of this in relation to the kind of tangible psychology of Maria Lassnig’s figures,
such as in her Body Awareness Self Portraits. Amy Sillman describes Lassnig’s work
as “a scrupulous documentation – not of yourself, but of the nature of thought… you
were examining the structure of knowing, discovering that ‘Knowledge’ cannot be
recognized as an image, working on the fugitive moments of thought and image,

1. Maria Lassnig, Woman Laokoon (Woman Laocoön), 1976. Oil on canvas, 193 x 127 cm.
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capturing how they draw together and split up again, making notes in your diary about
how the mind flickers from moment to moment. Your work is a meticulous study of
what and how the body thinks and feels, a lived body as a compression machine of the
imaginary, the symbolic and the real.” While Lassnig reported these works to be
recordings of her physiological state, it is precisely this which is my point. The body
makes the mind physical. The body feels pain that the mind imagines and holds it
visibly. It is our entryway to the world outside.

What we see on stage is elevated, and I want to show the theater of human folly – the
absurdity of the things we do and the way we organize, the absurdity of hate.
Sacrificing our own wellbeing or that of others or the environment for financial gain is
made more absurd when we contemplate the impermanence of things.

The painting Theater and Spectacle is set on a shipping barge. A screen draped from
shipping containers plays out a black and white film. A figure sitting cross-legged on
stage right holds a large eye-shaped mask over its face. This is the witness, the Greek
chorus. “Look and see!,” the figure says. The siren on the cop car is wailing. A crowd
looks onto the screen. They are in a subordinate position both pictorially and in their
role: they stare at the screen, zombie-like. The largest figure in this painting becomes
dominant, operating as a kind of soul or consciousness that withdraws in disgust. The
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on-duty police officer, located centrally, is bare-assed. This officer on one level
represents the outrageous epidemic of police violence and, as police officers do in real
life, stands as a symbol for authority and power2. The officer, and in other paintings the
businessmen, bear a similarity to the kind of characterization of Leon Gollub’s
mercenaries, as menacing archetypes who “point to irregular use of power” and largely
represent the fact that “unbridled authority is largely contained through institutional
autonomy.”

2. Leon Gollub, Interrogation II, 1981 Acrylic on Linen 305 x 426 cm

This aspect of performance moves across all the paintings. In the behavior of figures
this is the outward projection of the internal in the most exaggerated of fashions. In
Corporate identities are among law enforcement and Christian imagery, which act as symbols
for patriarchal authority in a discourse of systemic power dynamics. In addition to above stated
examples, other works make references such as BP’s recent “eye of fire,” oil spills, and other
mishaps from oil-drilling operations which have wreaked havoc in the gulf.
2
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Birth and Rebirth: Shipping containers are on stage left and right. The containers
themselves are a typical sight on the large commercial barges, which traverse the
Mississippi River signifying the presence of commerce, trade and the footprint of a
global economy.
Knee-high in the Mississippi River overflow, a child is baptized. The comparisons of the
religions of Commerce and Christianity continue framed by dire circumstances. Even
though their city is flooding, the oil refineries continue to burn, and the trade routes
continue to move goods. It is simultaneously beautiful, at times placid, but ever rising
into the city. The figures continue to jump, dive, peer, baptize, are baptized, steer, see
and react.
Conclusion
The Motif of the landscape reclaiming the city within these paintings represents the
perishable nature of material possessions and the present state of existence. The
iconic imagery of religion and commerce represent the human desire to create a sense
of permanence in an inevitably impermanent world. The backdrop of the Louisiana
landscape signifies that which we cannot control and the dichotomy of its beauty and
potential for destruction. These themes play out in the paintings as an example of the
theater of human folly. The folly being the impossibility of controlling what lies ahead
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despite our best efforts and the absurdity of trying to create a notion of normality only
to subsequently create a “new normal.”
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